
Wet-Dry-Try, Slate Chalkboard, and Blackboard with Double Lines
Using the unique Wet-Dry-Try method, children succeed! The Slate Chalkboard and the Blackboard with Double Lines prevent  
and correct reversals.

  Slate Chalkboard     Blackboard with Double Lines

Why Teach Capitals First?
Capital Letters are easy.

•	 All are the same height.

•	 All start at the top.

•	 All occupy the same vertical place.

•	 All are easy to recognize and identify  
 (compare A, B, D, G, P, and Q  
  with a, b, d, g, p, and q ).

•	 All are big, bold, and familiar.

Pencil Pointers
Teach children
how to sit.
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Use the appropriate
size pencil.

Prepare small hands
to hold a pencil.

Teach pencil grip.
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CaPITaLIZING ON THE CaPITaLS
Teachers agree that capitals are easier, and that’s where we begin. When children learn to write their capitals, 
they develop a strong foundation for printing. They learn important handwriting rules (such as a top-to-bottom, 
left - to-right habit), proper letter formation, and solid visual memory for capital letters. 

Children who learn capitals first, also learn the following:
• Start letters at the top.
• Use the correct stroke sequence to form letters.
• Orient letters and numbers correctly—no reversals!

Learning capitals first makes learning lowercase letters a breeze. Think about it: c o s v w x y z are the same 
as capitals; j k t p and u are also similar to their capital partners. If we teach capitals correctly, we have 
already prepared children for nearly half of the lowercase alphabet.

Why Are Capitals Easier Than Lowercase Letters?

Let’s do the math
You can see at a glance that capitals are easier for 
children. Students have fewer chances to make mistakes 
when they write capital letters. They aim the pencil at  
the top and get it right. With lowercase there are many 
more variables.

When teaching handwriting, teach capitals first. You will 
save yourself time, make life easier for children, and get 
better handwriting results.

Capital letters are easy
• All start at the top.
• All are the same height.
• All occupy the same vertical space.
• All are easy to recognize and identify
   (compare A B D G P Q with a b d g p q ).
• Capitals are big, bold, and familiar.

Lowercase letters are more difficult
• Lowercase letters start in four different places  
   (a b e f).
• Lowercase letters are not the same size. Fourteen
   letters are half the size of capitals. Twelve are the 
   same size as capitals.
• Lowercase letters occupy three different vertical  
   positions – small, tall, descending.
• Lowercase letters are more difficult to recognize 
   because of subtle differences (a b d g p q ).

Start 1 4

Size 1 2

Position 1 3

Appearance

• Familiar

• Distinctive

A B D G P Q

• Many similar

• Easy to confuse

a b d g p q

CAPITAL AND LOWERCASE LETTER ANALYSIS

Capitals Lowercase

ABCDEFGH abcdefgh
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Left Quadropod

Left Tripod

Right Quadropod

Right Tripod
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a   a   a   a   a A
A  is  for  alliator.

Start on the dot. Copy a.

bump

Magic c up like a back down  
bump

Check a
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Step-by-Step Directions
Huge step-by-step images show exactly how to make each part of every letter. Short, simple words describe each step.

Easy to Follow Lines
HWT uses simple double lines that are easy to follow. This prevents line confusion and promotes neatness. The double lines help 
children start and stop lowercase letters correctly, as well as master the size and placement of the letters on the lines.

As shown below, many children have trouble understanding multiple lines. Giving children a blue lines, a dotted line, a red line, 
another blue line and then asking them to start at “2 o’clock between the dotted line and the red line” is confusing for children.

Generous Spacing
When children are learning to print, they need extra room to write. In a student workbook, there should always be very generous 
spaces allowed for room to complete the words and to leave a space. See the example below:

The example below (without even a finger space between words) is typical for many workbooks. Children are forced  
to run their words together to fit them on the line.

Two  lines  are  easier

Jeff  uses  a  forklift
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Printing Teaching Order
Grouping letters and teaching them in a specific order is essential to handwriting success. The HWT teaching order is based on 
children’s development, where letters start, and how they are made. Letters with similar strokes are grouped together.

Capital Teaching Order
 Frog Jump Capitals

Start in the starting corner (top left) .
Make a Big Line down.
Frog jump back to the starting corner and finish the letter.

Starting Corner Capitals
Review these letters to ensure that children start at the  
top left and use the left-to-right formation habit. This follows 
the same order as reading: top-to-bottom and left-to-right.

Center Starters
Start at the top center.
The first group begins with a Magic C.
The second group includes the balance of the capitals. 

Lowercase Teaching Order
Capital Partners
The first five letters are eactly like their capitals, just smaller. 
Lowercase t is like capital T, it’s just crossed lower.

Magic c Group of Letters
These letters begin with a Magic c stroke. Starting with c 
placed correctly helps children make and place the d tall  
and g descending.

Transition Group of Letters
This group completes the vowels u, i, and e. Letters u, k, y, and j 
are familiar from their capital partners.

Diver Letters
These letters all begin with the same basic stroke. 
They dive down, come back up, and swim over  
to form each letter.

Final Group
Finally f. Letter f has a tricky start. Letter q is taught here  
to avoid g and q confusion. Letters x and z are familiar, but 
infrequently used so we teach them last.

•

•

•

a[Fa[Ea[Da[Pa[B[a[Ra[Na[M

a[Ha[Ka[La[Ua[Va[Wa[Xa[Ya[Z

a\Ca\Oa\Qa\G a\Sa\Aa\Ia\Ta\J

c  o  s  v  w    t

a  d  g

u i  e  l  k  y  j

p  r  n  m  h  b

f  q  x  z




